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Abstract: RS domain containing proteins are associated with binding to the exons of nascent primary transcript and recruiting
components of spliceosome for precise recognition of the splice junctions. This is achieved with the help of RRM domain by which the
protein binds with the RNA. However there are proteins which share the domain characteristics of SR proteins but lacking the RRMs.
These proteins are grouped under SR related proteins. Here we described a SR Related CTD associate factor-6 (SRCTD-6) which
contains unique set of domains. Insilco analysis of this protein identified a hydrophilic signature with coiled domains and 2 distinct
helices. Domain characterization revealed the presence of an RPR domain, an RS domain in the C-terminal and stretches of Prolines
and Glutamines in the N-terminus. Structural analysis of this protein hypothesise that it is recruited at the splice junction by Heptad
repeats of C-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II. We predict that SRCTD-6 has a general role in identifying the precise 5I and 3I
splice junctions.
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1. Introduction
In most of the Eukaryotes including Plants majority of the
genes are interrupted with Introns which have to be precisely
excised from Primary m-RNA transcript to give rise to a
functional mature m-RNA transcript. This process is
achieved with the help of a RNA-Protein complex called
spliceosome [1], [2]. Multiple transcripts from a single gene
can be achieved by a regulated mechanism called
Alternative splicing. Alternative splicing events in rice
(OryzaSativa) in more than 50% of genes produce a variety
of transcripts [3]. A number of associative proteins act as
both positive and negative regulators of splicing. The
Serine-Arginine (SR) splicing factors are highly conserved
family of RNA-binding proteins which participate in
spliceosome assembly at the splice junctions [4]. The N
Terminus of these proteins typically have one or two RNA
Recognition Motifs (RRMs). The C-terminal regions of
these proteins have RS domain enriched in Arg-Ser (or SerArg) repeats [5]. In addition to SR family, other proteins
have been identified which may or may not have a RRM
domain, but containing an RS domain. These proteins are
collectively referred as SR-Related Proteins [6].
Biochemical and Bio-Informatics approaches have
demonstrated the presence of Exonic Splicing Enhancers
(ESEs) in the exonic and intronic sequences. It has been
proposed that RS domain of SR proteins binds to ESE and
interacts directly with RS domain of other splicing factors
and there by recruiting the spliceosomal components such as
U1snRNP to 5I splice site or U2AF to 3I splice site [7].
The processing of the 1st exon is thought to be mediated by
the interaction between the cap binding complex and the
spliceosome. The processing of the last exon is thought to be
mediated by the interaction of Poly adenylated complex and
the spliceosome [8]. Hence, capping, splicing and 3I end
processing are interconnected. CarboxyTerminal Domain
(CTD) of RNA Polymerase-II achieves all these processes
by recruiting all essential factors. CTD of Eukaryotic RNA
Polymerase-II consists of conserved Heptad repeats with

consensus sequence Tyr-Ser-Pro-Thr-Ser-Pro-Ser [9]. These
repeats are the major sites for reversible phosphorylation
events. CTD of RNA Polymerase-II interacts with a plethora
of proteins having role in transcription, processing, and
termination of primary transcripts. Many of the interacting
proteins contain a conserved domain called RPR-domain
(Nuclear RNA processing Region).
In this study, we are describing a unique protein containing
are Arginine and Serine de-peptides in the C-terminal
region. However, this protein does not contain a RRM to be
classified under SR proteins. Hence, this protein is called an
SR-Related protein. Instead, this protein contains an RPR
domain which in previous studies have been showed to be
interacting with CTD of RNA Polymerase-II. The presence
of RPR domain and SR rich region suggest a unique role for
this protein in the splicing process. Hence, an attempt was
made using Bioinformatics tools to elucidate the possible
cellular function of this protein.

2. Methodology
Datasets-SR Related CTD associated factor-6 protein
sequence from rice (OS06g0682700) and other sequences
used in this study were retrieved from the public databases,
http://www.ebi.ac.uk and http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov. For
experimentally determining the 3D structure of SR Related
CTD associated factor-6, structural homologous subsets
were retrieved from PDB (Protein Data Bank).
Pattern Recognition-Analysis of protein conserved
domains and motifs were carried out using Interpro scan
based on the PROSITE and Pfam data bases
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/inter) [10], [12]. The protein was further
analysed using the tools available in the EXPasy server
(http://www.expasy.org/tools [13]. A Physiochemical property
of the selected protein was determined using the protparam
tools. Hydropathy analysis of the selected protein was done
based on Kyte and Doolittle [14], [15].
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Homology modelling-PELE program was used to
performthe secondary structure analysis (SDSC Biology
workbench)
(http://workbench.sdsc.edu).
GLOBPLOT
analysis based on Lindngi values was used to identify
intrinsic disorders in the protein sequence [16]. Presences of
Nuclear Localization Signals were checked using the
NucPred program [17] SWISSPDB homology modelling was
used to generate Protein models after aligning to the
structural homologues. PROCHECK was used to check the
quality of the protein model [18] For visual display of the
models SWISSPDB viewer was used [19].

and Blue respectively) in the N-Terminus, RPR domain
from position 234-364 shown in brown and SR amino acids
in the C-Terminus shown in green.
The presence of SR domain suggests SRCTD-6 is a splicing
factor. When SRCTD-6 was scanned for Nuclear localized
signals using NucPred programme none were found (Figure
2). Though this protein does not have recognisable Nuclear
localized signals as it is a splicing factor it is possible that it
is localized to the nucleus on Piggy-back with other Nuclear
localizing proteins.

3. Results and Discussions
Primary protein properties of SR-Related CTD
associated factor-6 (SRCTD-6): Insilico analysis of
SRCTD-6 primary protein using PROSITE program reveals
that it is Proline rich protein which constitute up to 17.2% if
the total amino acids. These proteins are observed
particularly in N-terminal region of the protein. Towards the
C-terminus the protein is rich in amino acids serine and
Arginine with RS (Arginine/Serine dipeptides) repeating
twice. It further reveals that it is an unstable protein and
estimated the half-life of 30 hours (Table-1).
Table 1: Summary table showing the SR related CTD
associated factor 6 primary protein physiochemical
properties
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Property
Number of Amino acids
Theoritical Pi

Summary
627
6.02
Pro (P) 108 – 17.2%
Amino acid composition (Three most
Ala (A) 51 – 8.1%
abundant Amino acids)
Ser (S) 47 – 7.5%
Negatively charged residues
61
(Asp+Glu)
Positively charged residues (Arg+Lys)
49
66.80 (Protein is
Instability index
unstable)
Estimated half life
30 hrs
Grand Average of hydrophathicity
- 0.627
(GRAVY)

Previous studies have shown that the regions containing
stretch of Prolines and Glutamines participate in ProteinProtein interaction. SR domain towards the C-terminus of
the protein is largely involved in interaction with other SR
domain containing proteins. These observations suggest that
this Protein might form a complex with other proteins.
Interpro scan carried out revealed in addition to SR domain
the protein also has an RPR domain (aminoacids 234-264)
(figure 1).

Figure 1: Protein sequence of SR related CTD associated
factor 6 showing stretches of Glutamin’s and Prolin’s (Red

Figure 2: SR related CTD binding factor 6 was scanned for
Nuclear Localization Signals using the NucPred program.
However no NLS were found in the sequence.
SRCTD-6 Protein is Hydrophilic: Hydropathy plot
revealed that SRCTD-6 protein is showing Hydrophilic
nature with more than 70% of residues falling in that region
with a negative score (figure 3). The overall average of
Hydropathacity (GRAVY) of SRCTD-6 is-0.625, suggesting
that this protein is hydrated in aqueous environment.

Figure 3: Hydropathy analysis of predicted protein SR
related CTD associated factor 6 based on Kyte and Doolittle
values. The residues showing hydropathy value below zero
are hydrophilic in nature. Hydropathy plot shows residues
from 233-364 in box representing the presence of a CID
domain in that region.

Figure 5: GLOBPLOT analysis of SR related CTD
interacting factor 6 showing the regions of intrinsic
disorders. Also conserved RPR domain (CID) from 233264residues in the sequence
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The structure prediction programme and intrinsic disorder
analysis suggests that SRCTD-6 protein is a well refined
structure at the given resolution. Theresidues in the most
favoured region of SRCTD-6 is 86.4%. Thus, SRCTD-6
model deduced is a good hypothetical protein model. The
Homology model of SRCTD-6 that is generated will aid to
determine the mechanistic functions of SR related protein
class.
Conserved Domains in the SRCTD-6 protein: This
protein has RPR domain (position 224-264) which in
previous studies shown to be interacting with C-terminal tail
of RNA Polymerase-II (Figure 5). Aspartic acid (D) present
in the DSI motif of RPR domain forms a covalent bond with
Tyrosine (Y) present in the Heptad repeats of C-terminal tail
of RNA Polymerase-II. DSI motif in SRCTD-6 is conserved
except for the third amino acid where Glutamine (E) is
present instead of Isoleucine (I). As Aspartic acid is intact in
the motif we can predict that this RPR domain might interact
with Heptad repeats of CTD of RNA Polymerase-II.
The C-terminal region of this protein is fairly rich in
Arginine and Serine amino acids. Two Arginine-Serine
dipeptides (RS) were observed with in this region. These
dipeptides are essential for binding to the ESE cis element
present in the Exons or for interacting with other proteins
containing RS domain. As this protein lacks an RRM it is
highly possible that this protein might not be interacting
directly with the primary m-RNA transcript. However, the
presence of RPR domain, RS domain and the N-terminal
region rich in proteins suggest that this protein might form a
recognition complex having a role in precise recognition of
splice junctions of nascent primary transcript.

coil arrangement along with a helical conformation. This
protein does not bind to the primary m-RNA transcript
because of a lack of RRM domain. However, the presence of
RPR domain suggests an interaction with CTD of RNA
Polymerase-II between Aspartic acid of RPR domain and
Tyrosine of CTD. This possible interaction suggests that it is
recruited to the splice junction by the C-Terminal Domain of
RNA Polymerase-II. The presence of RS domain and in the
splice junction SRCTD-6 might act as a bridge between
components of spliceosome and other SR proteins.
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